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Over 40 Years of Quality & Service 

What a Difference a Year Makes! 
 The STR-180 is designed for maximum coverage with a 15’ wide rolling swath. Each roll pivots and floats 
independently from the frame. This allows for 100% continuous contact with the turf. The STR-180 will easily handle 
all uneven turf and undulations. 

Each roll 

! 

 

The last show Salsco participated in was CONEXPO-CON/ AGG 2020, 
just under a year ago!  We safely made it home from Las Vegas where 
people flocked the streets the day before President Trump declared a 
National Emergency. 
 

The world has adjusted to the new normal by altering our way of life 
with safety first.  Our daily routines have picked up, and the economy 
has followed.  Hopefully, we will all have learned from this experience! 
 

2020 became a virtual year, starting with school education and now 
with trade shows.  Virtual events present an opportunity to exceed the 
hurdles of social distancing while engaging targeted audiences. 
 

GIS is taking a virtual approach for their 2021 show… 

Virtual Trade Show  February 2-4, 2021 
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Salsco is pleased to announce our participation in GIS VIRTUAL 2021 (February 2-4, 2021). 
Originally scheduled to be held in Las Vegas, the Golf Course Superintendents Association of America has made the virtual 
show possible.  Salsco appreciates the opportunity to display our equipment at our virtual booth. 
 

Screen 1:  Golf Course, Turf & Sports Field Equipment – An array of our Golf Course Equipment, including videos that will 
help you recognize the value and benefits of owning a Salsco roller.  We will outline features, benefits, and selling points for 
dealers on how our products save time, labor, and money.  Salsco designs and manufactures long-lasting rollers that are 
maneuverable, dependable, and built to meet the highest standards in smoothing any surface.   

 

Screen 2:  Paving & Curbing Equipment / Wood Chippers – Includes our TP44-TD Mini-Asphalt Track Paver which easily paves 
sidewalks, trails, trenches and more… loaded with features including a hydraulic tilt split hopper, extra-large cutoff door 
inside the hopper, and hydraulic end-gates.  We will exhibit several Wood Chippers, both PTO and engine driven.  Our 
commercial grade disc style chippers are built tough to withstand years of productive and reliable chipping, with tubular 
steel frames, continuous welds, and heavy duty chipping systems that are all standard features.  
 

GIS VIRTUAL 2021 includes 30 days of free access to the virtual trade show, complimentary  
access to opening and closing sessions, and general events.  Educational packages are not  
included with free access.  You do not have to be a member to gain FREE ACCESS but will  
have to “Create a New Record” if you are not in their system. 
 

The Salsco Sales Team will be on hand to help with questions during or after the show.  Feel free to contact any one of them:  
Brandon Cole, Eric Hungate, Mike Smith, Jack Rizzo, Sal Rizzo.  Click HERE for a map of the territories they cover.  Or call 
Salsco at 1-800-872-5726. 
 
 

FREE ACCESS: 
Trade Show Only 

 

Moving into 2021, we are all very optimistic.  We believe all Americans want to get on with their lives.  We have 
the vaccine which we hope will get the country open and people back to work.  The 2020 election is over, no 
matter which side you are on, it is time to move on.  Let us hope cooler heads prevail, and we all keep in mind 
that we are all Americans and can disagree.  At the end of the day, we all want the same thing … Freedom, Safety, 
and Success for our Families.  
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Upcoming STR-180 Video 
 

  
 Salsco, Inc.    105 Schoolhouse Road, Cheshire, CT 06410    www.salsco.com 

Toll Free 800-872-5726    Phone 203-271-1682    Fax 203-271-2596 
 

Salsco has always appreciated your feedback  
in traditional ways.  Now with social media, 

you can share your experiences with us! 

How to Quickly De-fog your Windshield 

This tip comes from a former NASA engineer who says his four-step method works best  
for defogging your windshield and car windows in half the time. 
 

1. Turn your car’s heater on full-blast.  Hot air can hold more moisture. 
2. Turn your car’s air conditioning on.  This pulls moisture out of the air as the air passes 

over the AC’s cold coils. 
3. Make sure inside air circulation is off.  Winter air is cold and does not hold much 

moisture.  If you bring it into your car and heat it up, it has a lot of absorption capacity. 
4. Crack as many windows as possible, even for a few seconds, to allow for the exchange  

of the humid car air with the dry cold air outside. 
 

 

GUIDANCE CONTROLLED CONCRETE SLIPFORM PAVER 
 

NEW AND IMPROVED CONCRETE PAVER WILL BE LIGHTER, LESS EXPENSIVE, 
AND MORE PRODUCTIVE THAN THE PREVIOUS VERSION 

Stay tuned!  More information will be coming soon! 
 

Send an email to sales@salsco.com with the subject line “TPC Concrete Slipform 
Paver” if you would like more information as it becomes available. 
 

Salsco’s videographer Luke Haughwout recently 
teamed up with regional sales manager Mike 
Smith in Southern Florida to film the STR-180 
Tow Behind Turf Roller in action! 
 

The STR-180 is the largest turf roller Salsco has 
ever produced, with five individually driven  
free-floating rolls, 15-foot wide rolling swath, 
ability to spike 15 feet, and a remote control  
to raise and lower the rolls.  You can use your 
existing tractor’s hydraulics or the STR-180’s 
own optional Power Pack.  Other options include 
a Spike-Air Kit and a Cross Contamination 
Prevention Brush for each roll. 
 

The STR-180 is a total gamechanger and may be  
an economic alternative for some turf professionals, and the perfect choice for professionals getting into rolling.   
 

 

Power Pack 

Spike-Air Kit 

Finalized video coming soon! 

For more Salsco videos… 
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